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 Repeated measures situations occur when, for a group of subjects, a response is 
measured repeatedly under different circumstances. The repeated measure factor is
usually time and is called the within subject factor. If subjects are divided into groups 
according to another factor, such as treatment, this is called the between subject factor. 
Each subject is observed at only one level of a between subject factor. When testing for 
main and interaction effects in a repeated measures design, traditional univariate F-tests 
are typically not valid under violations of normality or under violations of homogeneous 
covariance structures. When the data violates normality, two options have emerged, 
either transform the data into a form that more closely resembles the normal distribution 
or use a distribution free procedure. One of the first to discuss transformations was 
Bartlett (1936, 1947) who proposed a square root transformation and a logarithmic 
transformation. Rank transformations were popularized by Conover and Iman (1981) as 
an alternative way to analyze the data that combines these two options. When analyzing 
repeated measures data, since the response variable is measured repeatedly, the 
covariance structure is typically non-homogeneous.  
 The covariance structure of a repeated measures design can be simple, as in the 
variance components design where all variances are equal and all covariances zero, or 
very complicated, as in the unstructured design where all variances are unequal and all 
covariances are different. In analyzing repeated measures, rank transformations can be an 
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alternative to the standard tests performed on the raw data. Rank transformations were 
initially proposed as an alternative when dealing with data that violated normality or 
homogeneity of variances. An alternative to utilizing the common rank transform is the 
aligned rank procedure. The aligned rank transform minimizes the effect of violations of 
assumptions such as normality and homogeneous covariance matrices, but does not suffer 
some of the same problems of the rank transform, such as introducing interactions when 
they are not present or removing interactions when they are present. The question ari es 
as to how the covariance structure may affect the aligned rank transform procedure when 
analyzing repeated measures.  
Three specific covariance structures will be investigated, variance components 
(VC), compound symmetry (CS) and first-order autoregressive (AR(1)). In a variance 
components covariance structure, all variances are assumed to be equal and all 



















In a compound symmetric covariance structure, the variances are again assumed 
to be equal as are all the covariances. The variances of the compound symmetric 
covariance structure are composed of the addition of two variance pieces, σ2 and σ1
2. One 
of these pieces is then used for all the covariances, σ1
2. A 3 3×  example of this 
covariance structure would be: 
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Finally, a first-order autoregressive covariance structure has a multiplicative piece 
for all off-diagonal entries called ρ which is the correlation between adjacent 
observations on the same subject. If the entry is adjacent to the diagonal, then the 
covariance is found by multiplying the variance by ρ. If the entry is two spaces away 
from the diagonal, then the covariance is found by multiplying the variance by ρ2. For an 
entry that is three spaces away from the diagonal, the covariance is found by multiplying 
the variance by ρ3. For an entry that is four spaces away from the diagonal, multiply the 
















 This paper will investigate the rank transform test and two approaches to the 
aligned rank transform test in analyzing data from a repeated measures design. Error 
distributions that are normal and non-normal will be investigated as will covariance 
structures with and without homogeneity of variances. The objectives of this paper are 1) 
to find how the alignment for the aligned rank transform affects the repeated measures 
model, 2) to find the variance of the aligned observations, 3) to find the asymptotic 
distribution of the aligned rank transform test in a factorial setting, and 4) compare the 
standard test, rank transform test, and two approaches to the aligned rank transform test 




BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 As was stated previously, repeated measures situations occur when, for a group of 
subjects, a response is measured repeatedly under different circumstances. When testing 
for main and interaction effects in a repeated measures design, traditional univariate F-
tests are typically not valid under violations of normality or under violations of 
homogeneous covariance structures. Homogeneity of variances is an assumption that he 
variances of the groups being tested are equal. This can further be exacerbated when 
group sizes are unequal. Typically, with such violations, Type I error rates can be inflated 
(Keselman et al., 1996). The data also violate the assumption of independence since there 
is typically correlation among the repeated measures observations.  
 
Sphericity 
Sphericity, also referred to as the Huynh-Feldt condition, is an assumption 
concerning the structure of the covariance matrix and is often compared to the 
assumption of homogeneity of variance for ANOVA. Sphericity occurs when the 
variance of the difference between the estimated means for any pair of groupso  
treatments is the same as for any other pair. If a covariance matrix satisfies this condition, 
it is referred to as a Type H matrix. One way to test for sphericity is to see if the 
covariance matrix is compound symmetric. If the matrix is compound symmetric, all 
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covariances for measurements within the same subject are equal and all variances are 
equal. While compound symmetry has been shown to be a sufficient condition for using 
the traditional analysis of variance (ANOVA) on repeated measures data, it is not a 
necessary condition. Compound symmetry is a more restrictive form of sphericity. For a 
repeated measures factor with only two levels, the sphericity assumption is always met 
since there is, in effect, only one covariance. For a repeated measures factor with hree or 
more levels, a test for sphericity must be done. For between-group ANOVA, there is an 
assumption of independence of the groups. However, repeated measures can introduce 
covariation between these groups, and so a test for sphericity must be conducted. If the 
variances of the differences between repeated measures levels are not equal, one must 
determine the significance of the violation of sphericity. One way to test the everity of 
the departure is to use Mauchley’s test, which tests the hypothesis that the variances of 
the differences between repeated measures levels are equal (Mauchly, 1940).  If 
Mauchley’s test is significant, we conclude that there are significant differences among 
the variances of differences between repeated measures levels and sphericity is not met. 
While Mauchley’s test can be useful for determining the violation of the condition of 
sphericity, it can have low power for experiments with small samples. The ability to 
detect departures from the null hypothesis that the covariance matrix satisfie  the Huynh-
Feldt condition is not very good unless the experiments have a large number of 
replications (Kuehl, 2000).    
If sphericity is violated, there are two approaches one can take in order to remedy 
the violation. One approach is to use a test that does not assume sphericity is present, 
such as the multivariate analysis of variance or MANOVA. However, in general, 
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MANOVA is a less powerful test than repeated measures ANOVA and should probably 
not be used (Baguley, 2004). Baguley suggests that if the sample sizes are large, greater 
than the sum of 10 and the number of repeated measures, and if ε is less than 0.7, where ε 
is the degree to which sphericity has been violated, then MANOVA may be more 
powerful and could be a preferred test. Further discussion of ε with three common ways 
to measure it will be discussed next. The other approach is to use a correction to the 
degrees of freedom for the standard ANOVA tests. Three such corrections are the
Geisser-Greenhouse F-test, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction (Greenhouse a d Geisser, 
1959) and the Huynh-Feldt correction (Huynh and Feldt, 1976). In the Geisser-
Greenhouse F-test, the numerator degrees of freedom are set to 1 and the denominator 
degrees of freedom are set to n (the total number of subjects). This is a very conservative 
approach. The other two corrections adjust the degrees of freedom in the standard 
ANOVA test to produce a more accurate observed significance value. The Greenhouse-
Geisser correction, usually denoted as ε̂ , varies between 
1
1K −
 and 1, where K is the 
number of repeated measures. The closer ε̂  is to 1, the more homogeneous the variances 
of the differences and hence the closer the data are to being spherical. Both the numerator 
and denominator degrees of freedom are multiplied by 
2
2
[ ( ' )]
ˆ
( 1) [( ' )]
tr C SC
K tr C SC
ε =
−
, where S 
is the pooled sample covariance matrix, C is a normalized matrix of K-1 orthogonal 
contrasts. The assumption of sphericity is satisfied i  and only if the K-1 contrasts are 
independent and equally variable. (Keselman et al., 2001). When repeated measures 
designs have a between-subject grouping variable, the covariance matrices of the 
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treatment differences must be the same or homogeneous for all levels of the grouping 
factor. This is referred to as multisample sphericity. (Keselman, et al., 2001). 
Huynh and Feldt (1976) reported that when ε̂ > 0.75, the test is too conservative 
and Collier, et al. (1967) showed that this can be tru with ε̂ as high as 0.90. Huynh and 
Feldt (1976) proposed a correction to ε̂ , denoted ε%, to make it less conservative. As in 
the Greenhouse-Geisser correction, both the numerator and denominator degrees of 
freedom are multiplied by 
ˆ( 1)( 1) 2
ˆ( 1)[ ( 1) ]
N J K




− + − −
=
− − − −
% , where N is the total number of 
subjects, J is the number of treatments or between-subject factors, and K is the number of 
levels of the repeated measures or within-subject factors (Keselman, et al., 2001). 
However, Maxwell and Delaney (1990) report that ε%actually overestimates sphericity. 
Stevens (1992) recommends taking an average of both the Huynh-Feldt and Greenhouse-
Geisser measures and adjusting the degrees of freedom by this averaged value. Girden 
(1992) recommends that when ε̂ > 0.75, the degrees of freedom should be corrected 
using ε%. If ε̂ < 0.75 or if nothing is known about sphericity at all, then the conservative 
ε̂  should be used to adjust the degrees of freedom.  
 
Normality 
Normality is an assumption that the data come from a normal distribution. If the 
normality assumption is violated, one solution is to transform the data prior to the 
analysis. Common transformations include logarithms or the square root function. 
Another solution is to use a procedure that is distribution free. This solution often 
involves methods that are based on the ranks of the data. If the assumption of normality is 
violated, one of the most frequently recommended alternatives is the nonparametric 
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Friedman rank test (Harwell and Serlin, 1994). The rank transformation procedure, 
proposed by Conover and Iman (1981), combines these by r placing the data with ranks 




 Nonparametric tests are based on some of the same assumptions on which 
parametric tests are based, but they do not assume a particular population probability 
distribution and thus are valid for data from any population. Wilcox (1998) notes that 
even arbitrarily small departures from normality can result in lower power for the 
parametric methods versus the nonparametric methods. Many nonparametric tests apply 
some kind of rank transformation to the data, such as replacing the data with their ranks, 
and then use the usual parametric procedure on the ranks instead of the data.   
The Wilcoxon Signed Rank test is used to test whether a particular sample came 
from a population with a specified mean or median. Differences between bivariate data 
(or in one sample, the individual observations) are r nked from 1 to n and the resulting 
test statistic has an approximate standard normal distribution. The Mann-Whitney test, 
which is also called the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, takes two independent samples from 
two populations and tests if the populations have equal means. Observations are ranked 
from 1 to N, the sum of the two sample sizes. The test statistic is hen conducted using the 
ranks. If there are no ties and 50N ≤ , lower quantiles of the exact distribution of the est 
statistic can be found in tables (Conover, 353). If there are a large number of ties in the 
ranks, the test statistic is an approximately standard normal distribution. The Kruskal-
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Wallis test extends the Mann-Whitney test, to k independent samples from k populations. 
While the exact distribution of the Kruskal-Wallis can be found, it is often difficult to 
work with and therefore an approximate chi-squared distribution with k-1 degrees of 
freedom is used when conducting hypothesis tests.  
The Friedman rank test uses observations from b mutually independent k-variate 
random variables from a randomized complete block design, where b is the number of 
blocks. Ranks are assigned to observations separately wi hin each block with ranks 
ranging from 1 to k. The exact distribution of the test statistic is difficult to find and so an 
approximate chi-squared distribution with k-1 degrees of freedom is used. However, this 
approximation may sometimes be poor and thus a second test statistic is used that has an 
approximate F-distribution with k-1 and (b-1)(k-1) degrees of freedom. The Quade test 
extends Friedman’s test by taking the range for the observations in each block and then 
ranking the ranges. The block rank is then multiplied by the difference between the rank 
of the observation in each block and the average rank within blocks. The distribution of 
the resulting test statistic is again difficult to find, but it can be approximated by an F-
distribution with k-1 and (b-1)(k-1) degrees of freedom, just like the Friedman test.
 
Rank Transformations 
Rank transformation procedures were proposed as an lter ative when dealing 
with violations of normality and sphericity. One such transformation was to rank all the 
observations without regard to group or measure and use these ranked scores instead of 
the original data when using the typical analysis of variance (Conover and Iman, 1981). 
Two reasons for the popularity of the rank transformation statistic are that it is relatively 
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simple and it is accessible in most statistical packages since the traditional F-statistic is 
calculated based on the rank transformation of the original observations. For single 
sample repeated measures designs, the ANOVA F-test was robust to violations of 
normality when performed on ranks (Zimmerman and Zumbo, 1993) and to violations of 
sphericity (Agresti and Pendergast, 1986).  
However, the rank transformation procedure may have problems in factorial 
experiments. While theoretical results suggest that the rank transformation procedure 
provides asymptotically valid tests for analyzing exp riments when additive effects are 
present (Iman, et al., 1984), a problem may occur if interactions are present. The rank 
transformation procedure may introduce interactions that were not present in the original 
data or it may remove interactions that were present in the original data (Higgins and 
Tashtoush, 1994). Akritas (1990) showed that the rank transform procedure is not valid 
for most of the common hypotheses in two-way cross-cla sifications and nested 
classifications primarily because of the nonlinear n ture of the rank transform. Akritas 
(1991) also showed that the rank transform procedure can destroy the equicorrelation 
between error terms and/or the assumption of equal covariance matrices, which renders 
the rank transform procedure invalid for most situat ons. Akritas (1991) notes that the 
rank transform procedure for repeated measure designs with general covariance matrices 
could be used in some cases where the equicorrelation ssumption is destroyed. Higgins 
and Tashtoush (1994) suggest that there is no justification for generally applying the rank 
transform procedure in factorial experiments with interaction, but there may be special 
cases where it is appropriate.  
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Also, there have been conflicting simulation studies concerning the performance 
of the rank transform for interactions in a two-way l out. Iman (1974) and Conover and 
Iman (1976) showed that the rank transform statistic performed well in detecting 
interactions when there were small sample sizes and small main effects. Iman (1974) 
studied a  factorial design and Conover and Iman (1976) studied a 4 3×  factorial design 
with 5 replications. In both studies, it was concluded that the rank transform statistic was 
powerful and robust. However, simulations by Blair, et al. (1987) showed that the Type I 
error rates in the tests for interaction effects were unacceptably large if either the main 
effects or the sample sizes are large. They also showed that the interaction and main 
effect relationships were not expected to be maintained after the rank transformation was 
applied. Thompson (1991) suggested the need to study the asymptotic properties of the 
rank transform procedure for interactions. Thompson showed that, for a balanced two-
way classification, the limiting distribution of the rank transform statistic multiplied by 
its degrees of freedom was a χ2-distribution if and only if either there is only one main 
effect or if there are exactly two levels of both main effects. If this is not the case, there 
exist values for the main effects where the expected value of the test statistic under the 
null hypothesis approaches infinity as the sample siz  increases. Thus, the rank transform 
procedure becomes liberal with type I error rates even for large sample sizes.  
 
Aligned Rank Transformation 
Aligned rank transformation procedures were popularized by Higgins and 
Tashtoush (1994) as a way to ‘correct’ the rank transform. They suggest aligning the data 
first by removing the effect of any ‘nuisance’ parameters and then ranking the aligned 
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data. To align the data for a repeated measures design, one would subtract two 
parameters, the repeated measures main effect and the subject effect and then add in the 
overall mean. Mathematically, for a repeated measures design, the aligned data would be, 
. .. ...ijk ijk ij kAB Y Y Y Y= − − +            (1) 
where .ijY  is the mean for the j
th subject, given the i th treatment, and averaged across the 
repeated measures, ..kY  is the marginal mean for the k
th repeated measure over all subjects 
and treatments, and ...Y  is the grand mean. Higgins and Tashtoush also note tha  another 
alignment could be used for repeated measures and call this the naïve alignment. This 
alignment is the same as the alignment for the two-way completely random design. Data 
used under this alignment would be,  
.. . . .. ...2*ijk ijk i j kAB Y Y Y Y Y= − − − +    (2) 
where ..iY  is the marginal mean for the i
th treatment over all subjects and repeated 
measures, . .jY  is the marginal mean for the j
th subject over all treatments and repeated 
measures, ..kY  is the marginal mean for the k
th repeated measure over all subjects and 
treatments, and ...Y  is the grand mean. After either alignment, the transformed data are 
then ranked as in the rank transform procedure. Hettmansperger (1984) also suggests that 
this alignment could be accomplished by obtaining residuals from a linear model by 
regressing the original data on a set of dummy codes that represent the subject effect and 
a set of contrast codes that represent the repeated measures main effect.  
Since the aligned rank transform test is based on the F-distribution, it is not 
distribution free. Higgins and Tashtoush (1994) concluded that it appeared to be a robust 
procedure with respect to the error distribution and critical values can be adequately 
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approximated by those of the F-distribution. They also say that the test “has many of the 
desirable power properties of the common nonparametric t sts. Moreover, the tests do not 
have the same potential for giving misleading results as the ordinary rank transform tests 
when applied to multifactor experiments with interaction.” Beasley (2000) notes that test 
statistics for the rank transform procedure maintain he expected Type I error rate when a 
slight repeated measure main effect was present. However, by not removing the repeated 
measure main effect through alignment, tests for interaction may demonstrate lower 
power when a strong repeated measures main effect is present. However, many properties 
of the original data transmit to ranks including heterogeneity of variance (Zimmerman 
and Zumbo, 1993) and non-sphericity (Harwell and Serlin, 1994). Thus, corrections to 
the degrees of freedom can be performed if the covariance matrix is non-spherical or 
heterogeneous. Mansouri and Chang (1995) showed that for most light- or heavy-tailed 
distributions, such as the uniform, exponential, double exponential and lognormal, the 
aligned rank transform was a more robust test statistic han the rank transform and was a 
powerful test. They also showed that the classical F-test had a severe loss of power for 
asymmetric or heavy-tailed distributions. However, fo  a Cauchy distribution, the rank 
transform performed considerably better than the aligned rank transform since the Type I 
error rate was less inflated. Similarly, Higgins and Tashtoush (1994) showed that for 
light-tailed, symmetric distributions, the classical F-test had a slight power advantage 
over the aligned rank transform with results generally less than 0.10. However, for heavy-
tailed distributions or skewed distributions, the aligned rank transform was superior and 





 LINEAR MODEL AND ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION FOR ALIGNED RANKS 
To perform the alignment on our repeated measures design for the aligned rank 
transform, the linear model must be defined. The lin ar model for a repeated measures 
design is the following: 
 ( ) ( )ijk i j i k ik ijkY d eµ α β αβ= + + + + +              (3) 
where: 
i = treatment levels (1 to t)
j = subjects (1 to s) 
k = repeated measures (1 to r) 
µ  = overall mean 
iα  = treatment i effect (whole plot effect) 
( )j id  = random effect of subject j in treatment i (whole plot error) 
kβ  = repeated measure k effect (subplot effect) 
ikαβ  = treatment i by repeated measure k interaction 
ijke  = random error (subplot error) 
 
Transforming this into matrix notation, we have:  
 
= + +Y Xβ Zu e                (4) 
 
where: 
X  = tsr * (1 + t + r + tr)  design matrix consisting of 0’s and 1’s 
β  =  (1 + t + r + tr) * 1  matrix of fixed effects consisting of µ , iα , kβ , ikαβ  
Z  = tsr * st design matrix consisting of 0’s and 1’s 
u  = st * 1 matrix of random effects, u ~ MVN(0, G) consisting of ( )j id  
e = tsr * 1 matrix of random errors, e ~ MVN(0, R) consisting of ijke  
R  = block diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Σ  





Using the above matrix definition of Y in equation (4) we know that E(Y) = X β 
and Var(Y) = +ZGZ' R . In a repeated measures design, both design matrices, X and Z, 
can be written as partitioned matrices that can be defined using Kroenecker products. In 
this case, X = [ ]| | |t s r t s r t s r t s r⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I  and Z = [ ]t s r⊗ ⊗I I 1 . 
We can also define each piece of the alignment in equation (1) using matrices: 




 = ⊗ ⊗  





= ⊗ ⊗ 
 





= ⊗ ⊗ 
 
... i j kY J J J Y . Assuming i =  1, … ,t,  j = 1, … , s and k = 1, … , r, we see 
the following for the alignment from equation (1): 
 . .. ...ijk ij kY Y Y Y− − +
[ ] 1 1 1 1 1 1* * *
r t s t s r
     = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗ + ⊗ ⊗          
t s r t s r t s r t s rI I I * Y I I J Y J J I Y J J J Y
 
 
1 1 1 1
( - ) * ( - ) *
r t s r
   = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r rI I I J Y J J I J Y           (5) 
Substituting in our matrix definition of Y from equation (4), we can write the following: 
 Alignment(Y)
1 1 1 1
( - ) *( ) ( - ) *( )
r t s r
   = ⊗ ⊗ + + − ⊗ ⊗ + +      




Theorem 1: For a repeated measures design, = + +Y Xβ Zu e , with t levels of treatment, 
s subjects per treatment, and r repeated measurements per subject, the alignment for Y is, 
Alignment(Y) = * * * ** *+ + = +X β 0 e X β e   
where   (1 )tsr x t r tr+ + +
*X
1 1
| | | ( - ) ( - )
t r
 = ⊗ ⊗  
tsr x 1 tsr x t tsr x r t t s r r0 0 0 I J 1 I J  and  
 *   1tsr xe
1 1 1 1
( - ) * ( - ) *
r t s r
   = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r rI I I J e J J I J e   
Proof: Looking at each piece of Y separately, we find: 
Alignment(Xβ) 
1 1 1 1
( - ) *( ) ( - ) *( )
r t s r
   = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r rI I I J X β J J I J Xβ  
[ ]1( - ) * | | | *
r
 = ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗  
t s r r t s r t s r t s r t s rI I I J 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I β  
[ ]1 1 1( - ) * | | | *
t s r
 − ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗  
t s r r t s r t s r t s r t s rJ J I J 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I β
 
1 1
| | ( - ) | ( - ) *
r r
 = ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗  
t s r t s r t s r r t s r r1 1 0 I 1 0 1 1 I J I 1 I J β  
1 1 1 1
| | ( - ) | ( - ) *
t r t r
 − ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗  
t s r t s r t s r r t s r r1 1 0 J 1 0 1 1 I J J 1 I J β  
1 1
| | | ( - ) ( - ) *
t r
 = ⊗ ⊗  
tsr x 1 tsr x t tsr x r t t s r r0 0 0 I J 1 I J β *=
*X β           (6) 
 
Alignment(Zu) 
1 1 1 1
( - ) *( ) ( - ) *( )
r t s r
   = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r rI I I J Zu J J I J Zu  
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[ ] [ ]1 1 1 1( - ) * * ( - ) * *
r t s r
   = ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r t s r r t s rI I I J I I 1 u J J I J I I 1 u  
[ ] 1 1* *
t s
 = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗  
t s r t s rI I 0 u J J 0 u = [ ]* =tsr x ts tsr x 10 u 0           (7) 
 
Alignment(e) 
1 1 1 1
( - ) * ( - ) *
r t s r
   = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r rI I I J e J J I J e
*= e           (8) 
Thus, Alignment(Y) = * * * ** *+ + = +X β 0 e X β e . This completes the proof. 
 
Previously, we defined Var(Y) as ZGZ’ + R. This can also be defined using matrices as, 
Var(Y) = 2( )σ ⊗ ⊗ + t s rI I J Σ , where σ
2 is the variance of the dj(i) terms and Σ  
appears as a block diagonal element of R. Remember that Σ  is the covariance matrix for 
the repeated measures effects. Calculating the variance of Y after alignment, we see that: 
 
Theorem 2: For a repeated measures design, = + +Y Xβ Zu e , with t levels of treatment,  
s subjects per treatment, and r repeated measurements per subject, the variance of th
alignment of Y is, Var(Alignment(Y))  
    1 1 1 1 1 1( - )* *( - ) ( - )* *( - )
r r t s r r
   = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r r r t s r r r rI I I J Σ I J J J I J Σ I J .        (9) 
Proof:   Recall that when performing a linear transformation on a random vector Y, such 
as multiplying the vector by a matrix like we did for the alignment, the variance is then 
pre-multiplied by that same matrix and post multiplied by the transpose of that matrix. 
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For our alignment, since our alignment matrix is symmetric, we will pre and post 
multiply the variance matrix, 2( )σ ⊗ ⊗ + t s rI I J Σ ,  by  
1 1 1 1
( - ) ( - )
r t s r
   ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r rI I I J J J I J  
which was previously defined in equation (5).  
So, Var(Alignment(Y))  
21 1( - ) * ( ) * ( - )
r r
σ    = ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ + ⊗ ⊗       
t s r r t s r t s r rI I I J I I J Σ I I I J  
21 1 1 1 1 1( - ) * ( ) * ( - )
t s r t s r
σ    − ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ + ⊗ ⊗       
t s r r t s r t s r rJ J I J I I J Σ J J I J  
21 1( - )*( ) * ( - )
r r
σ   = ⊗ ⊗ + ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r r t s r rI I I J J Σ I I I J  
21 1 1 1 1 1( - )*( ) * ( - )
t s r t s r
σ   − ⊗ ⊗ + ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r r t s r rJ J I J J Σ J J I J  
1 1
( - )*( ) * ( - )
r r
   = ⊗ ⊗ + ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r rI I I J 0 Σ I I I J  
1 1 1 1 1 1
( - )*( ) * ( - )
t s r t s r
   − ⊗ ⊗ + ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r rJ J I J 0 Σ J J I J  
1 1 1 1 1 1
( - )* *( - ) ( - )* *( - )
r r t s r r
   = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r r r t s r r r rI I I J Σ I J J J I J Σ I J . 
This completes the proof. 
This alignment can simplify under specific covariance structures. For example, if 
the covariance structure is that of variance components, then 2tσ= rΣ I . Substituting this 
into our previous alignment, we find, Var(Alignment(Y)) 
2 21 1 1 1 1 1( )* *( ) ( )* *( )t tr r t s r r
σ σ   = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r r r r t s r r r r rI I I - J I I - J J J I - J I I - J  
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2 21 1 1 1( ) ( )t tr t s r
σ σ   = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r rI I I - J J J I - J  
2 1 1 1 1( - ) ( - )t r t s r
σ
    = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗        
t s r r t s r rI I I J J J I J .                   (10) 
If the covariance is compound symmetric, then 2( (1 ) )tσ ρ ρ= + −r rΣ J I  and 
Var(Alignment(Y))  
[ ]21 1( - )* (1 ) *( - )tr rσ ρ ρ
 = ⊗ ⊗ + −  
t s r r r r r rI I I J J I I J  
[ ]21 1 1 1( - )* (1 ) *( - )tt s r r
σ ρ ρ − ⊗ ⊗ + −  
t s r r r r r rJ J I J J I I J  
[ ]2 1 1( - )* *( - )t r rσ ρ
 = ⊗ ⊗  
t s r r r r rI I I J J I J  
  [ ]2 1 1(1 ) ( - )* *( - )t r r
σ ρ  + − ⊗ ⊗  
t s r r r r rI I I J I I J  
[ ]2 1 1 1 1( - )* *( - )t t s r rσ ρ
 − ⊗ ⊗  
t s r r r r rJ J I J J I J  
 
[ ]2 1 1 1 1(1 ) ( - )* *( - )t t s r r
σ ρ  − − ⊗ ⊗  
t s r r r r rJ J I J I I J  
 
[ ]2 2 21 1 1(1 ) ( - )t t tr t sσ ρ σ ρ σ ρ
   = ⊗ ⊗ + − ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      




(1 ) ( - )t t s r
σ ρ  − − ⊗ ⊗  
t s r rJ J I J  
 
2 21 1 1 1(1 ) ( - ) (1 ) ( - )t tr t s r
σ ρ σ ρ   = − ⊗ ⊗ − − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r t s r rI I I J J J I J  
 
2 1 1 1 1(1 ) ( - ) ( - )t r t s r
σ ρ
    = − ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗        
t s r r t s r rI I I J J J I J .                                           (11) 
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Unfortunately, it can be difficult to write the covariance as a Kroenecker product for 
more complicated covariance structures and thus a convenient formula for the alignment 
cannot be found using Kroenecker products. For suchcovariance structures, Σ we simply 
use the general form of the alignment from equation (9) which was:  
Var(Alignment(Y))  
1 1 1 1 1 1
( - )* *( - ) ( - )* *( - )
r r t s r r
   = ⊗ ⊗ − ⊗ ⊗      
t s r r r r t s r r r rI I I J Σ I J J J I J Σ I J .                     
 Now we will look at the asymptotic distribution of the aligned rank transform 
statistic. First, we will look at the asymptotic pro erties of the rank transform statistic. 
Thompson (1991) studied the asymptotic properties of the rank transform statistic for 
interactions in a balanced two-way classification.  I  order to attain an appreciation for 
Thompson’s work, it will be covered with considerable detail in this chapter.   
 
Asymptotic Distribution 
 Thompson, in a 1991 article from Biometrika, defines the model for the two-way 
layout with interaction as 
( )i jn i j ij ijnX θ α β αβ ε= + + + +                            (12) 
where: 
i = main effect 1 levels (1 to I)
j = main effect 2 levels (1 to J) 
n = replication (1 to N) 
θ = overall mean 
iα  = main effect i  
jβ  = main effect j  
ijαβ  = main effect i by main effect j interaction 




Thompson also defines ( ) ( )
ij i j
F x F x θ α β= − − −  as the distribution 
function of Xijn under the null hypothesis of no interaction effect and 
1
( ) ( )
ij
i j
H x F x
IJ
= ∑∑  as the average distribution function. For a fixed value 'i  of  i and 
a fixed value 'j  of  j, define ' ' ' '( )i j i jH X H= . For the rank transform statistic, let Rijn 
denote the rank of Xijn among all IJN observations and let the Wilcoxon score be aijn = 
Rijn/(IJN + 1). Thompson defines 
2
1 1
. . . . . . . .
1 1 1 1J I
j i
i j i jQ a a a aN J I I J= =







1 1N J I
n j i
ijn i jD a aIJN IJ N= = =
 = − −  
∑ ∑ ∑ ,  








is the classical normal theory test for interaction with the Wilcoxon scored ranks, aijn, 
substituted in place of the observations. Notice that for T to eventually be a χ2 
distribution, the terms being summed in Q must be independent.  
 Thompson set out to determine when the asymptotic distribution of T, under the 






− − + . To do this, Thompson stated 
and proved two lemmas. We will also need to define some terms. Let ( )
ij ij








µ µ ′=µ  and let Γ be an IJ IJ× matrix whose rows and 
columns are indexed by the ordered pairs (i, j) and (r, s) where i, r = 1, 2, …, I and j, s = 




1 1 1 1
1 1
co v ( ),  ( )
J I J I
v u v u
i j u v rs rs u vijH F X H F XIJ IJ= = = =
 − − 
 
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ .  
Also let 
2
( , )i j
γ  be the (i, j)th diagonal element of Γ. Since 0 < var(Hij) < ∞, then  
0 < 
( , ),( , )i j r s
γ  < ∞. 




−a µ  converges in 
distribution to (0, )
IJ










−  converges in distribution to 
(0 ,1)N . 
 We are only concerned with the univariate case and Thompson notes that the 
univariate result for the proof follows by applying Theorem 3.3 (See Appendix A) from 
Thompson and Ammann (1989) to the linear rank statistic aij. with Wilcoxon scores and 
then simplifying the expression for the variance.  
 Lemma 2 (Thompson): Under the null hypothesis, D converges in probability to 
the nonnegative, finite constant   




σ = − =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  
 Thompson notes that the proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 5.3 of 
Thompson and Ammann (1989). See Appendix A for a restat ment of this theorem. 
Thompson then noted that, under the null hypothesis of no interactions, T 






− − +  by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. 
From this statement, it is assumed that Thompson is inferring that the normal-based 
Analysis of Variance methodology holds with .ija serving as the response variable and Q 
serving as a Treatment Sum of Squares. 
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Thompson then stated and proved the following Theorem: 
Theorem 3 (Thompson): Under the null hypothesis of no interaction as 
N → ∞ , lim E(T) is finite if and only if 
(i) ( )ij ajE H H− does not depend on j for all 1 ,  and 1i a I j J≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  
(ii)  ( )ij ibE H H− does not depend on i for all 1  and 1 ,i I j b J≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  
Partial Proof from Thompson:  
Since Thompson is using an analog to ANOVA for the test statistic T, we know 









 is finite. Define an IJ IJ× matrix A as 
having elements 
1 1 1
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )i r j s j s i r
I J IJ
δ δ δ δ− − +  




. Because A 
does not depend on N and because the elements of Γ converge to finite values, tr(AΓ) is 











11( , ..., )IJe e=e  and 




( ) ( )ij i je e e e O N
J I IJ
= − − + =∑ ∑e'Ae  





( )i j i je e e e O NJ I IJ
− − + =   
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for all i and j. Theorem 3.3 of Thompson and Ammann (1989) and Lemma 1.5.5.A of 









=  where ( )
ij ij
N E Hµ = ×  and 
( , )i j
γ  is the 
square root of the (i, j)th diagonal element of the covariance matrix Γ where the (i, j),     
(r, s)th element of Γ is  
 
1 1 1 1
1 1
co v ( ),  ( )
J I J I
v u v u
uv rs rs uvij i jH F X H F XIJ IJ= = = =
 − − 
 
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ . 
Because 0 < 
( , )i j
γ < ∞ and 
( , )i j
γ  does not depend on N, both eij and µij converge to the 
same limit as N increases. Therefore,  
. . ..
1 1 1
ij i je e e e
J I IJ
− − +  is 
1
2( )O N   





µ µ µ µ− − +  is 
1
2( )O N  , 





ν ν ν ν− − + =   
for all i and j where ( )
i j i j
E Hν = .  





Cν ν ν ν− − + = ≠ . Then 
. . ..
1 1 1
( )ij i j
J I IJ






N ij i jJ I IJ
µ µ µ µ
→∞
− − + = ∞  which is not 
1





ν ν ν ν− − + = . 
To obtain the results in (i), that is, ( )
ij aj
E H H− does not depend on j for all 










ν ν ν ν− − + = . This gives . .
1
( )ij aj i a
J
ν ν ν ν− = −  which does not 
depend on j. The result for (ii), ( )
ij ib
E H H−  does not depend on i for all 
1  and 1 ,i I j b J≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ , is obtained similarly. This completes Thompson’s proof. Note 





then ( )ij ajE H H−  does not depend on j for all1 ,  and 1i a I j J≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ . 




is not finite, then Thompson noted that T was not asymptotically 
chi-squared and becomes very liberal for large samples. Thompson also noted that the 
rank transform should not be used to detect interacions if (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3 can 
not be shown to hold.  
 Thompson noted that Theorem 3 holds if there is only e main effect, that is 
when Fij = Fi or Fij = Fj. Thompson also noted that if both main effects were present, 
Theorem 3 holds only if there are two levels of each main effect and states the following: 
Corollary 4 (Thompson): When both main effects are present, conditions (i) and 
(ii) are satisfied for all values of αi and βj if and only if I = J = 2. 
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Proof (Thompson): Assume that I = J = 2. Conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent 
to  
 
11 21 12 22
( ) ( ) 0E H H E H H− − − = . 
By expanding H(x) as a sum, changing variables in the integrals, and c celling 
terms, this can be shown to be equivalent to 
{ }( 2 2 ) ( 2 2 ) ( )F x F x f x dxα β α β+ + + − −∫  
{ }( 2 2 ) ( 2 2 ) ( ) 0F x F x f x dxα β α β− + − + − + =∫ .       (13) 
To show that equation (13) always holds, we note that 
{ }( ) ( ) ( )F x F x f x dxδ δ+ + −∫  is a constant function in δ by showing that its 
partial derivative with respect to δ is { }( ) ( ) ( ) 0f x f x f x dxδ δ+ − − =∫ .  
Since the score function is nondifferentiable in only a countable number of points within 
the domain of the probability density function, using Leibniz’s Formula, the partial 
derivatives in the above equation can pass through the integral. Therefore, the integrals in 
equation (13) are constant with respect to α and β and therefore their difference is 0. 
Hence, conditions (i) and (ii) hold.  Conversely, if 3J ≥ , a counter example to the 
condition that 
1 2( )j jE H H−  does not depend on j is generated for symmetric 
distributions by letting α1 = - α2, β1 = - β2 and βj = 0 for 3 j J≤ ≤ . Then 
 
11 21 12 22 13 23
( ) ( ) ( )E H H E H H E H H− = − ≠ − .  
Counterexamples for 3I ≥  and for nonsymmetric distributions are handled similarly. 
This concludes Thompson’s proof of Corollary 4. 
Thompson proved that when only one main effect was pre ent, or if each main 
effect had only two levels if both main effects were present, the asymptotic distribution 
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− − +  by Lemma 1 and Lemma 
2. Lemma 1 stated that the aij. were normally distributed. Lemma 2 stated that the 
denominator of T, (IJ – I – J + 1)D converges in probability to a constant. Thompson 
assumes that the aij.’s are also independent, so the square of their summed values, and 
therefore T, has a chi-square distribution. Conover and Iman (1976) use a similar test 
statistic with the ranked values and state that the est statistic has an asymptotic chi-
squared distribution, but they do not specifically state that their ranked values are 
independent.  
 
One goal is to determine if the aligned rank transform allows for more than two 
levels of each main effect when both effects are present. Using a similar alignment as that 
in equation (1), but removing the subject, using the intervals for i and j that were defined 
by Thompson, and defining *
ij
X as the aligned value of observation Xij, we see the 
following for the alignment:  
 * . . ..ij ij i jX X X X X= − − +  
( )




( ( ) )
J
j
i j ij ij
J
θ α β αβ ε
=




( ( ) )
I
i
i j ij ij
I
θ α β αβ ε
=




( ( ) )
I J
i j
i j ij ij
IJ
θ α β αβ ε
= =
+ + + + +∑∑  









i j ij ij
J J J
θ α β αβ ε
= = =








i j ij jI I I
θ α β αβ ε
= = =
− − − − −∑ ∑ ∑  
1 1 1 1 1 1
.
1 1 1 1
( ) ( )
I J I J I J
i j i j i j
i j ij ij
J I IJ IJ
θ α β αβ ε
= = = = = =
+ + + + +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  





α α= =∑ , . 0
j
j
β β= =∑ , .( ) ( ) 0
j
i ij
αβ αβ= =∑  and .( ) ( ) 0
i
j ij
αβ αβ= =∑ . Under 
these conditions, the alignment becomes: 
*






























+ + + + + ∑ ∑  




J I I J
j i i j
ij i jn i j i j i jJ I IJ
α β ε ε ε ε
= = = =
= + − − +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑   
Under the null hypothesis of no interactions, (αβ)ij  = 0, this further simplifies to: 
1 1 1 1
*
. . .
1 1 1J I I J
j i i j
i j i jn i j i j i jX J I IJ
ε ε ε ε
= = = =
= − − +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  
Thompson defines the distribution of Xijn under the null hypothesis as 
( ) ( )ij i jF x F x θ α β= − − − . After alignment, we see the distribution of 
*
ijn
X  under the 
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null hypothesis is * * '( ) ( )ijF x F x=  where 
* *'
i jx x θ α β− − −= and 
* *( ( )) ( ( )) 0
ij
E F x E F x= = . 












∑ , where 
*
ijnR  is the aligned rank of Xij. Note that we do 
not need to redefine H(x), which was the average distribution function, since we have 
only changed the notation of our random variable to *x . Therefore, we also do not need 
to redefine 
ijµ  or ijν  in terms of the alignment since both are defined using H(x). 
Although we do not need to redefine H(x), we will denote *( )ijH x  as 
*
ijH . By replacing 
our definitions in the proof of Theorem 3, we can obtain the results of the Theorem for 
the aligned rank transform.  
We will redefine the following using the aligned ranks, *
ijnR , 
 ( )* * /   1ijn ijna R IJN= + , 
2
1 1
* * * **
. . .. . . . .
1 1 1 1J I
j i
i j i jQ a a a aN J I IJ= =
 = − − + 
 





1 1N J I
n j i
i jn i jD a aIJ N IJ N= = =
 = − −  
∑ ∑ ∑ ,  










Notice that the definition of *
ijna  depends only on the ranked values and the number of 
observations. Conover and Iman (1976) showed that the aligned rank yields independent 
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observations. Therefore, our aligned ranked values ar  still independent ranked values 
and thus the *
ijna  are still independent as defined in Q* and utilized by Thompson. 
Let * * *.11.( , ..., )IJa a ′=a  and .11.( , ..., )IJµ µ ′=µ  where 
*
1 1
*1( ) ( ( ))
I J
a b
ij ij ijabN E H N E F XIJ
µ
= =
= × = × ∑ ∑ . Let 
*
( , )i jγ  be the square root of 
the (i, j)th diagonal element of the covariance matrix Γ* where the (i, j), (r, s)th element of 
Γ
* is  
 * * * *
1 1 1 1
1 1
cov ( ), ( )
J I J I
v u v u
uv rs rs uvij ijH F X H F XIJ IJ= = = =
 − − 
 
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ . 
Also let 
* 2
( , )i j
γ  be the (i, j)th diagonal element of Γ*. Since 0 < var(H* ij) < ∞, then 0 < 
*
( , ),( , )i j r sγ  < ∞. As with Thompson’s work, we will state and prove two lemmas in order 
to show that our test statistic has a 2χ distribution. 












−  converges in distribution 
to (0,1)N . 
 Proof: Apply Theorem 3.3 from Thompson and Ammann (1989) to the linear 
rank statistic 
*
.ija  with Wilcoxon scores. The regularity conditions of Theorem 3.3 should 
still hold since we have only changed the location parameters using our alignment. In 
particular, the score function, more specifically the alignment, has a bounded second 












−  converges in distribution to N(0,1) if * 2
( , )
1






> . Thompson 
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(1991) showed that 2
( , )
1






> . Recall that * *
1
( ) ( )
i j
ijH x F x
IJ
= ∑∑  and 
* * '( ) ( )ijF x F x=  where 
* *'
i j
x x θ α β− − −= . Since *
( , )i j
γ  is defined using only the 
average distribution function H
*
(x) and the distribution function *( )ijF x , the limit 
should not change with our definition of 
*
( , )i j
γ  . Thus * 2
( , )
1




> . We also 
know that from Hajek (1968), * *
( , ) .
var( ) (1)max
ii j ij jn
a O d dγ − ≤ − , where dijn are constants 
that under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 do not depend on n or N and d  is the average 




d d−  does not depend on N, then since 
*
( , )i j




a )→ ∞  as N→ ∞ . So, with * .ija  substituted in for SN  in Theorem 3.2 (see 
appendix) of Thompson and Ammann (1989), Theorem 3.2 holds for all N sufficiently 












−  converges in distribution to N(0,1). 
 Lemma 2: Under the null hypothesis of no interaction, D* converges in 
probability to the nonnegative, finite constant   
 { }22 * *1 1 1( ) var( )
3 i j i j
E H H
IJ IJ
σ = − =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  
 Proof: This follows from Thompson’s proof of Lemma 2 (1991) which is almost 
identical to the proof of Theorem 5.3 of Thompson and Ammann (1989) by using the 
linear rank statistic 
*
.ija  with Wilcoxon scores. D
* can be considered as an ANOVA-type 
sum of squares that is based on a different variable that is scale-similar to D and any 
convergence in probability should be preserved. Therefore if D,  as defined as in 
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Thompson (1991), converges in probability to a constant, then D* will also converge in 
probability to a constant.      







− − +  by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. Thompson (1991) showed that 
the ranked data converged to a 2χ distribution by Lemma 1 and 2 of Thompson. We 
have proved that Lemma 1 and 2 still hold for the aligned ranks. Therefore, the test 






− − + . Simulation 
studies were run for a double exponential error term with a compound symmetric 
covariance structure with various levels of N. The studies showed that as N increased (3, 
10, 15, 30 and 45), in particular as the number of subjects increased, the error rate for the 






Compound Symmetric Covariance Structure – 10000 repetitions 
Test for Interaction 
Treatment and Repeated Measures Main Effects Present 
Double Exponential Error Terms 









3 37 0.049 
10 90 0.042 
15 135 0.054 
30 270 0.047 










is finite if 
and only if 
(i) * *( )
ij aj
E H H− does not depend on j for all 1 ,  and 1i a I j J≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  
(ii)  * *( )
ij ib
E H H− does not depend on i for all 1  and 1 ,i I j b J≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  
Proof: Define an IJ x IJ matrix A as having elements 
1 1 1
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )i r j s j s i r
I J IJ
δ δ δ δ− − +  
where δ(i,r) = 1 if i = r and 0 if i ≠ r. Then *( )E Q  is finite if and only if 
( )O N=* *e 'A e  where * * *
11
( , ..., )
IJ




e E a= . Note that 
* * * * 2
. . ..
1 1 1
( ) ( )ij i je e e e O N
J I IJ
= − − + =∑ ∑* *e 'Ae  
is equivalent to  
1
2* * * *
. . ..
1 1 1
( )ij i je e e e O N
J I IJ
− − + =   
for all i and j. Applying Theorem 3.3 of Thompson and Ammann (1989) to 
*
.ija we see 
that 
** *
( , ). ( , )
d
ij i jija N e γ→  and 
* **
( , ). ( , )
d
ij i jija N µ γ→ . Applying this result to Lemma 















( ) ( ( )) ( )
I J
a b
ij ij ij ijabN E H N E F X N E HIJ
µ
= =
= × = × = ×∑∑  and 
*
( , )i jγ  is the 
square root of the (i, j)th diagonal element of the covariance matrix Γ where the (i, j),    
(r, s)th element of Γ is  
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 * * * *
1 1 1 1
1 1
cov ( ), ( )
J I J I
v u v u
rs rsij ij uv uv
H F X H F X
IJ IJ= = = =
 − − 
 
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ . 
Because 0 < 
*
( , )i jγ < ∞, both 
*
ije  and 
*
ijµ  converge to the same limit as N increases. 
Therefore, * * * *
. . ..
1 1 1
ij i je e e e
J I IJ
− − +  is 
1





µ µ µ µ− − +  is 
1




















( )( ) ij aj i aij aj J
E H H ν ν ν ν− = −− =  which does not depend on j for all i and j. 




ν ν ν ν− − + = , * *( )
ij aj
E H H−  does not depend on j for all i and 
j. To show the other direction, we will first assume that 
. . ..
1 1 1
0( )ij i j
J I IJ









f jν ν ν ν′ ′− − + = ≠ , we see 
that . .
1 1
( ') 0i aij aj v v f jJ J
ν ν′ ′− − + = ≠ . This means that 
* *( )
ij aj
E H H−  depends 
on j for some value of j. Since . . ..
1 1 1
0( )ij i j
J I IJ








µ µ µ µ− − +  is not 
1
2( )O N  for all i and j,  
* * * *
. . ..
1 1 1
ij i je e e e
J I IJ
− − +  is not 
1
2( )O N  for all i and j, and thus *( )E Q  is not 
finite. The result for (ii) is obtained similarly. This completes the proof. 
 The goal is to now show that Theorem 3 holds when both main effects are 
present, even if more than two levels of each main effect are present.  
Corollary 4:  When both main effects are present, conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3 are 
satisfied for all values of αi and βj for any number of levels i or j. 
Proof: Assume I=2, J=3. Conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to  
* * * * * *
11 21 12 22 13 23
( ) ( ) ( )E H H E H H E H H− = − = − . 
First we will show 
* * * *
11 21 12 22
( ) ( ) 0E H H E H H− − − = . 
* * * * * * * *
11 21 12 22 11 21 12 22
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )E H H E H H E H E H E H E H− − − = − − +  
 { }
1 1
* * * *
11 21 12 22
1
( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )
I J
a b
ab ab ab ab
E F x F x F x F x
IJ = =
= − − +∑∑  
{ }
1 1
* * * *
11 21 12 22
1
( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ))
I J
a b
ab ab ab ab
E F x E F x E F x E F x
IJ = =
= − − +∑∑  
 0=  
Similarly, 
* * * *
12 22 13 23
( ) ( ) 0E H H E H H− − − =  and 
* * * *
11 21 13 23
( ) ( ) 0E H H E H H− − − = . Results for I = 3, J = 2 can be obtained in a 
similar manner. Therefore, conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3 are satisfied when one 
main effect has three levels. When there are three or more levels for each main effect, any 
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non-trivial difference of Hij ’s will have an expected value of zero. We will consider the 
case when I = 3 and J = 3. For this case, we need to show that 
* * * * * *
11 21 12 22 13 23
( ) ( ) ( )E H H E H H E H H− = − = − , 
* * * * * *
11 31 12 32 13 33
( ) ( ) ( )E H H E H H E H H− = − = − , and 
* * * * * *
21 31 22 32 23 33
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a b
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( ( )) ( ( )) 0
I J
a b
ab j ab j
E F x E F x
IJ = =
= − =∑∑ . 
Results for more than three levels of main effects can be proven similarly. Thus, the 




Lemma 1 stated that the * .ija  terms were normally distributed and Lemma 2 stated 
that the denominator of T*  converges in probability to a constant. Therefore, by Lemma 1 
and 2, the test statistic T* for the aligned values converges to 2
( 1)IJ I J
k χ
− − +






= . The Analysis of Variance analog from Thompson supports the 
notion that this has IJ – I – J +1 degrees of freedom. Thus, T* will converge to this 






 A Monte Carlo study of the Type I error rates and power of four tests for 
interaction in a 3 3 3× ×  completely randomized, balanced repeated measures exp riment 
was conducted using SAS Version 9.1.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Five initial conditions 
were tested; no main effects or interactions, only treatment main effects, only repeated 
measures main effects, both treatment and repeated measures main effects, and only 
interactions. In addition to the initial conditions, four distributions were used for the error 
terms; normal, uniform, F and double exponential. These error distributions were selected 
to represent different values of kurtosis. Kurtosis i  a measure of the level of peakedness 
or flatness of data values in the center of the graph of the distribution versus the tails of 
the graph when compared to the normal distribution. Distributions with higher kurtosis 
have heavier tails or more extreme values, while distributions with lower kurtosis have 
heavier middles or fewer extreme values. The normal distribution has a kurtosis of 3, the 
uniform distribution has a kurtosis of -1.2, an F-distribution with parameters 3 and 5 has 
a kurtosis of 14, and the double exponential distribu ion has a kurtosis of 3. In addition to 
the error distributions and initial conditions, three covariance structures were used: 
variance components (VC), compound symmetric (CS), and a first-order autoregressive 
(AR(1)). For the first order autoregressive structure, three values of ρ were considered, 
0.75, 0.5 and 0.25.  
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Four tests were then used to test for interactions, the traditional F-test, the rank 
transform (RT), the aligned rank transform using Higins and Tashtoush’s (1994) naïve 
alignment for a completely randomized design, and the aligned rank transform using 
Higgins and Tashtoush’s alignment for a repeated measur s design. Higgins and 
Tashtoush’s naïve alignment, .. . . .. ...2*ijk ijk i j kARY Y Y Y Y Y= − − − + , will be denoted ART1 
and the aligned rank transform for a repeated measur s design, 
. .. ...ijk ijk ij kARY Y Y Y Y= − − + , will be denoted ART2. Higgins and Tashtoush showed that 
the naïve alignment has power advantages over the standard F-test when whole-plot 
variances are smaller, but can lose power as the variances get larger. They also showed 
that the aligned rank transform for repeated measurs had larger power than the standard 
F-test for heavy tailed distributions. Their simulations also showed that the naïve 
alignment and repeated measures alignment has comparable power for many distributions 
when the whole-plot error variances were small, but the repeated measures alignment 
performs better when the error variance get larger. Therefore, both methods of Higgins 
and Tashtoush were used for comparison since various error distributions and specific 
values of the whole plot standard deviation were applied to the data. 
 
Simulation Results 
 A total of 100 cases were considered from the five initial conditions, four error 
term distributions and five covariance structures combinations.  Ten thousand repetitions 
were generated for each of the 100 cases and then the four tests were run on each 
repetition.  Three levels of the treatment main effect, three subjects per treatment, and 
three repeated measures per subject were used for each r petition. For the variance 
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components covariance structure, the variance was assumed to be 1. For the compound 
symmetric covariance structure, σ2 was assumed to be 9 and σ1
2 was assumed to be 4. For 
the autoregressive covariance structures, the variance was assumed to be 1 and three 
values of ρ were used, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. When treatment maineffects were present, the 
treatment 1 effect was 1, the treatment 2 effect was 2, and the treatment 3 effect was 4. 
When repeated measures main effects were present, th  repeated measures 1 effect was 0, 
the treatment 2 effect was 1, and the treatment 3 effect was 1. When interactions were 
present, the effects for treatment 1 were 1, 2, 3, for treatment 2 were 2, 1, 2 and for 
treatment 3 were 3, 2, 1 where the first number listed for each treatment is for the  
repeated measure 1 effect, the second number is the repeated measure 2 effect and the 
third number is the repeated measure 3 effect. 
For all covariances except the variance components structure, at least one of the 
tests for each initial condition and error term distribution yielded less than ten thousand 
results due to the Newton-Raphson algorithm used to find the minimum of -2 times the 
logarithm of the restricted likelihood function not converging. The minimum number of 
repetitions that converged was 7640. Tables 2 through 6 give the simulation results for 
each of the 100 cases. Table 2 summarizes the results for all four error distributions and 
all five tests per distribution for the variance components covariance structure. Table 3 
summarizes the results for the compound symmetric covariance structure. Summarizing 
the results for the autoregressive covariance structures are Table 4 using ρ = 0.75, Table 5 
using ρ = 0.5, and Table 6 using ρ = 0.25, where ρ is the correlation between adjacent 
observations on the same subject.  
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For all four distributions of the error terms, the ART1 had error rates that were 
closer to the desired 5 percent significance level than the ART2, with the exception of the 
F-distribution with a compound symmetric covariance structure. While the ART2 was a 
powerful test, it had error rates above the desired 0.05 level, except in the case of the 
compound symmetric covariance structure. However, in this case, there were only 
approximately 7640 repetitions. Therefore, it was not a 0.05 test for any of our error 
distribution and covariance structure combinations, so it will be excluded from further 
discussion. For normal error terms, while the error ates were above 5 percent for the 
ART1 for all covariance structures, they were less than 6.5 percent. In fact, for all 
covariance structures except the autoregressive with ρ=0.75, the error rates were less than 
or equal to 5.75 percent. For all three autoregressiv  covariance structures, the ART1 had 
error rates that were closer to the 5 percent level than the standard F test or the RT (See 
Tables 4, 5 and 6).  For the variance components and compound symmetric covariance 
structures, the ART1 had error rates that were larger than the standard F test or the RT. 
However, the error rate for the ART1 was less than or equal to 5.75 percent and was 
within 1 percent of the error rates for the other two ests.  
For uniform error terms, the ART1 had error rates similar to the standard F test. 
However, both tests had error rates higher than 5 percent but less than 8.9 percent. For 
sixteen of twenty covariance structures and initial effect combinations, the error rates 
were closer to the 5 percent level for the ART1 than for the standard F test.  The error 
rates were slightly higher for the ART1 as opposed to the RT in all but four 
combinations, but the error rates for the ART1 in these situations were within 1 percent 
of the RT.  
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For F error terms, the ART1 had rates below 5 percent for the variance 
components and compound symmetric covariance structures (See Tables 2 and 3). The 
error rate for the ART1 was closer to the 5 percent l vel than the standard F test or the 
RT. The error rate for the standard F test was around 2 percent, while the RT had error 
rates around 4 percent, except when both main effects were present. In that case, the error 
rate for the RT was around 6 percent. For the autoregressive covariance structures, the 
ART1 had error rates closer to the 5 percent level than the standard F test and the RT in 
seven of the twelve error distribution and covariance structure combinations (See Tables 
4, 5, and 6). In those cases where the ART1 was not the closest error rate, the RT was the 
closest to the 5 percent level, but the ART1 was within 0.2 percent of the RT in all but 
one case where it was within 0.6 percent.  
For double exponential error terms, the error rate for the ART1 was higher than 
the 5 percent level for the variance components covariance structure, but it was less than 
5.8 percent (See Table 2). Both the standard F test and he RT had error rates closer to 
and below the 5 percent level with the RT being closer to 5 percent. For the compound 
symmetric covariance structure, all three tests had error rates below the 5 percent level, 
with the ART1 having error rates closer to 5 percent except when both main effects were 
present  (See Table 3). In this case, the RT had an error rate of exactly 5 percent. For the 
autoregressive covariance structures, the ART1 had error rates that were further from the 
5 percent level than the standard F test and in allbut two cases, the error rates were 
further from the 5 percent level than the RT (See Tables 4, 5, and 6). However, all three 
tests had error rates between 6.5 and 9 percent.  
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Although the standard F test, RT and ART1 were not true 0.05 tests in many of 
our error distribution and covariance structure combinations, we would still like to 
examine the power of these tests. For normal error te ms, the ART1 had power larger 
than the RT, but lower than the standard F test for the compound symmetric and variance 
components covariance structures (See Tables 2 and 3). For all three autoregressive 
covariance structures, the ART1 had the lowest power f the three tests, while the power 
for the ART1 for all five covariance structures was within 11.5 percent of the other two 
tests (See Tables 4, 5 and 6). Although the power was smaller in these cases, recall that 
the ART1 had error rates closer to the 5 percent level.  
For uniform error terms, the power for the ART1 was higher than the power of the 
RT, while the standard F test had the highest power. In the three cases where t  power 
for the ART1 was at least 10 percent greater than te RT, the error rates of both tests 
were within 1 percent of each other. In the other two cases, the power for the ART1 was 
between 4.4 percent and 6 percent greater than the RT. In these cases, the error rates for 
the ART1 were within 0.6 percent of the RT. Recall that the error rates for the standard F 
test and the ART1 were similar. 
For F error terms, the ART1 had power that was greater than he standard F test, 
but less than the RT.  Recall that the ART1 had error rates below 5 percent for the 
variance components and compound symmetric covariance structures (See Tables 2 and 
3). The ART1 also had error rates closer to the 5 prcent level than the RT or standard F 
test in seven of the twelve error distribution and covariance structure combinations for 
the autoregressive covariance structures (See Tables 4, 5 and 6). Also recall that for all 
combinations, the error rate for the ART1 was closer to the 5 percent level than the 
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standard F test. The ART1 also had error rates closer than the 5 percent level in seven of 
the twelve error distribution and covariance structure combinations and was within 0.6 
percent of the error rate for the RT when the RT was the closest to the 5 percent level.  
For double exponential error terms, the ART1 had higher power than the standard 
F test. The ART1 also had higher power than the RT except for the autoregressive 
covariance structure when ρ=0.75. In this case, the power for the ART1 was lesthan 0.6 
percent smaller than the RT. Recall that for the variance components covariance 
structure, the error rates for the RT were closest to the 5 percent level, while the standard 
F test had error rates less than the RT and the ART1 had error rates greater than the 5 
percent level and greater than the RT.  For the autoregressive covariance structures, all 




Variance Components Covariance Structure – 10000 rep titions 
Test for Interaction – Observed Error Rates 
Rates within 2 standard errors (0.0044) are denoted in bold 
 
Distribution of Error Terms Normal Uniform F Double 
Exponential 
     
No effects     
     Standard Test 0.0502 0.0522 0.0204 0.0435 
     Ranked 0.0508 0.0522 0.0381 0.0464 
     ART1  0.0563 0.0520 0.0424 0.0572 
     ART2 0.1352 0.1395 0.0929 0.1287 
     
Treatment Main Effects     
     Standard Test 0.0524 0.0522 0.0204 0.0435 
     Ranked 0.0515 0.0497 0.0396 0.0469 
     ART1  0.0575 0.0520 0.0424 0.0572 
     ART2 0.1343 0.1395 0.0929 0.1287 
     
Repeated Measures Main 
Effects 
    
     Standard Test 0.0524 0.0522 0.0204 0.0435 
     Ranked 0.0489 0.0484 0.0397 0.0466 
     ART1  0.0575 0.0520 0.0424 0.0572 
     ART2 0.1343 0.1395 0.0929 0.1287 
     
Treatment and RM Main 
Effects 
    
     Standard Test 0.0524 0.0522 0.0204 0.0435 
     Ranked 0.0526 0.0524 0.0632 0.0470 
     ART1  0.0575 0.0520 0.0424 0.0572 
     ART2 0.1343 0.1395 0.0929 0.1287 
     
Interactions     
     Standard Test 0.6762 0.5627 0.4162 0.4026 
     Ranked 0.6318 0.4441 0.6657 0.4365 
     ART1  0.6731 0.4886 0.5396 0.4515 





Compound Symmetric Covariance Structure – 10000 repetitions 
Test for Interaction – Observed Error Rates 
* - Less than 10000 repetitions, more than 9995 
** - Less than 10000 repetitions, more than 7640 
Rates within 2 standard errors (0.0044, 0.005) are denoted in bold 
 
Distribution of Error Terms Normal Uniform F Double 
Exponential 
     
No effects     
     Standard Test 0.0523 0.0538 0.0201 0.0436 
     Ranked 0.0507 0.0473 0.0371 0.0485 
     ART1  0.0572* 0.0516 0.0433 0.0489* 
     ART2 0.0662** 0.0623** 0.0434** 0.0605** 
     
Treatment Main Effects     
     Standard Test 0.0523 0.0538 0.0201 0.0436 
     Ranked 0.0525 0.0514 0.0410 0.0461* 
     ART1 0.0572* 0.0516 0.0433 0.0489* 
     ART2 0.0662** 0.0623** 0.0434** 0.0605** 
     
Repeated Measures Main 
Effects 
    
     Standard Test 0.0523 0.0538 0.0201 0.0436 
     Ranked 0.0496 0.0490 0.0421 0.0456 
     ART1 0.0572* 0.0516 0.0433 0.0489* 
     ART2  0.0662** 0.0623** 0.0434** 0.0605** 
     
Treatment and RM Main 
Effects 
    
     Standard Test 0.0523 0.0538 0.0201 0.0436 
     Ranked 0.0557 0.0523 0.0711 0.0500 
     ART1  0.0572* 0.0516 0.0433 0.0489* 
     ART2  0.0662** 0.0623** 0.0434** 0.0605** 
     
Interactions     
     Standard Test 0.8239 0.7261 0.4948 0.5347 
     Ranked 0.7729 0.5153 0.7393 0.5053 
     ART1  0.7925* 0.6347 0.6184 0.5503* 





Autoregressive Covariance Structure, ρ=0.75 – 10000 repetitions 
Test for Interaction – Observed Error Rates 
* - Less than 10000 repetitions, more than 9970  
Rates within 2 standard errors (0.0044) are denoted in bold 
 
Distribution of Error Terms Normal Uniform F Double 
Exponential 
     
No effects     
     Standard Test  0.0815* 0.0807* 0.0372* 0.0657* 
     Ranked  0.0756* 0.0711* 0.0600* 0.0661* 
     ART1  0.0644 0.0791* 0.0606* 0.0804* 
     ART2 0.1623 0.1688 0.1224 0.1594 
     
Treatment Main Effects     
     Standard Test  0.0815* 0.0809* 0.0372* 0.0657* 
     Ranked  0.0840* 0.0949* 0.0658* 0.0765* 
     ART1  0.0644 0.0791* 0.0606* 0.0804* 
     ART2 0.1623 0.1688 0.1224 0.1594 
     
Repeated Measures Main 
Effects 
    
     Standard Test  0.0815* 0.0809* 0.0372* 0.0657 
     Ranked  0.0770* 0.0691* 0.0548* 0.0677* 
     ART1  0.0644 0.0791* 0.0606* 0.0804* 
     ART2 0.1623 0.1688 0.1224 0.1594 
     
Treatment and RM Main 
Effects 
    
     Standard Test  0.0815* 0.0805* 0.0372* 0.0657* 
     Ranked  0.0852* 0.0730* 0.1102* 0.0900* 
     ART1  0.0644 0.0791* 0.0606* 0.0804* 
     ART2 0.1623 0.1688 0.1224 0.1594 
     
Interactions     
     Standard Test  0.9115* 0.8671* 0.6149* 0.6616* 
     Ranked  0.8949* 0.4747* 0.7778* 0.7015* 
     ART1  0.8872 0.7979* 0.6851* 0.6946* 





Autoregressive Covariance Structure, ρ=0.5 – 10000 repetitions 
Test for Interaction – Observed Error Rates 
* - Less than 10000 repetitions, more than 9970 
Rates within 2 standard errors (0.0044) are denoted in bold 
 
Distribution of Error Terms Normal Uniform F Double 
Exponential 
     
No effects     
     Standard Test  0.0788* 0.0820* 0.0288* 0.0667* 
     Ranked 0.0760 0.0743 0.0543 0.0725 
     ART1  0.0564 0.0836 0.0550 0.0728 
     ART2 0.1476 0.1565 0.1125 0.1434 
     
Treatment Main Effects     
     Standard Test  0.0788* 0.0820* 0.0288* 0.0666* 
     Ranked  0.0794* 0.0781* 0.0590* 0.0677* 
     ART1  0.0564 0.0836 0.0550 0.0728 
     ART2 0.1476 0.1565 0.1125 0.1434 
     
Repeated Measures Main 
Effects 
    
     Standard Test 0.0788* 0.0818* 0.0288* 0.0667* 
     Ranked  0.0767* 0.0781* 0.0536* 0.0711* 
     ART1  0.0564 0.0836 0.0550 0.0728 
     ART2 0.1476 0.1565 0.1125 0.1434 
     
Treatment and RM Main 
Effects 
    
     Standard Test  0.0788* 0.0816* 0.0288* 0.0666* 
     Ranked  0.0815* 0.0808* 0.0968* 0.0762* 
     ART1  0.0564 0.0836 0.0550 0.0728 
     ART2 0.1476 0.1565 0.1125 0.1434 
     
Interactions     
     Standard Test  0.8542* 0.7765* 0.5351* 0.5863* 
     Ranked  0.8172* 0.5496* 0.7502* 0.6077* 
     ART1  0.7789 0.7035 0.6374 0.6079 





Autoregressive Covariance Structure, ρ=0.25 – 10000 repetitions 
Test for Interaction – Observed Error Rates 
* - Less than 10000 repetitions, more than 9970 
Rates within 2 standard errors (0.0044) are denoted in bold 
 
Distribution of Error Terms Normal Uniform F Double 
Exponential 
     
No effects     
Standard Test  0.0790* 0.0888* 0.0270* 0.0681* 
Ranked  0.0771* 0.0795* 0.0541* 0.0697* 
ART1  0.0554 0.0857* 0.0528* 0.0795* 
ART2 0.1431 0.1512 0.0939 0.1349 
     
Treatment Main Effects     
Standard Test  0.0790* 0.0887* 0.0270* 0.0683* 
Ranked  0.0811* 0.0829* 0.0576* 0.0727* 
ART1  0.0554 0.0857* 0.0528* 0.0795* 
ART2 0.1431 0.1512 0.0939 0.1349 
     
Repeated Measures Main 
Effects 
    
Standard Test  0.0790* 0.0890* 0.0270* 0.0683* 
Ranked  0.0791* 0.0800* 0.0517* 0.0707* 
ART1  0.0554 0.0857* 0.0528* 0.0795* 
ART2 0.1431 0.1512 0.0939 0.1349 
     
Treatment and RM Main 
Effects 
    
Standard Test  0.0790* 0.0886* 0.0269* 0.0684* 
Ranked  0.0800* 0.0808* 0.0893* 0.0736* 
ART1  0.0554 0.0857* 0.0528* 0.0795* 
ART2 0.1431 0.1512 0.0939 0.1349 
     
Interactions     
Standard Test 0.7713* 0.6702* 0.5132* 0.5122* 
Ranked  0.7320* 0.5455* 0.7237* 0.5341* 
ART1  0.6694 0.6052* 0.6175* 0.5439 










 The objectives of this paper were 1) to find how the alignment for the aligned 
rank transform affects the repeated measures model, 2) to find the variance of the aligned 
observations, 3) to find the asymptotic distribution of the aligned rank transform test in a 
factorial setting, and 4) compare the standard test, rank transform test, and two 
approaches to the aligned rank transform test in analyzing a repeated measures design 
through Monte Carlo simulations. Objectives 1, 2, and 3 were covered in Chapter 3. In 







− − + . 
The results of the Monte Carlo simulation found that e error rates for the ART1 
performed closer to the desired 5 percent significance than the ART2 for all covariance 
structures and all error distributions examined in th s work, with the exception of one 
combination, the compound symmetric covariance structu e and the F-distribution. While 
the ART2 was a powerful test, it was not a 0.05 test as in all but one case, the error rates 
were larger than 0.05. Therefore, it was excluded from further discussion. For normal 
error distributions, the ART1 had error rates closer to the 5 percent level than the 
standard F test and the RT for the autoregressive co ariance structures. For the variance 
components and compound symmetric covariance structures, the ART1 was within 1 
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percent of the 5 percent level, the standard F test error rate, and the RT error rate. For 
uniform error distributions, the ART1 was within 1 percent of the 5 percent level, the 
standard F test error rate, and the RT error rate for the variance components and 
compound symmetric covariance structures. For the autoregressive covariance structures, 
the ART1 had error rates closer to the 5 percent level than the standard F test and was 
within 1 percent of the error rates for the RT when the RT had error rates closer to the 5 
percent level. For the F-distribution, the ART1 had error rates closer to the 5 percent 
level than the standard F test for all five covariance structures. The ART1 also had error 
rates closer to the 5 percent level than the RT except for five cases in the autoregressive 
covariance structures. In these cases, the ART1 error rate was within 0.6 percent of the 
RT error rate. For the double exponential distribution, the standard F test had error rates 
closer to the 5 percent level than the RT or the ART1, but all three tests had error rates 
between 6.5 and 9 percent.  
 If the error terms have normal, uniform, or F distributions, but the covariance 
structure is not known or not spherical, the ART1 should be used to test for interactions. 
If the covariance structure is spherical and the error terms are normal or uniform, the 
standard F test and the RT have slightly lower error rates than the ART1. For error terms 
that have an F distribution with spherical covariance structures, the ART1 should be used 
to test for interactions. If the error terms have a double exponential distribution and the 
covariance structure is unknown or is non-spherical, then the standard F test should be 
used to test for interactions. If the covariance structure is spherical, then the ART1 should 
be used to test for interactions. Overall, when testing for interactions in a repeated 
52 
 
measures design, especially in cases where the covariance structure is not known to be 
spherical and the error distributions are not light tailed, the ART1 should be used. 
 Further studies of the effects of the covariance structure on tests for interaction in 
a repeated measures design could include investigating the results for an unstructured 
covariance structure. Since our simulation results suggest that ART1 performs better than 
the ART2, there should be further research into the effects of the naïve alignment on the 
model using Kroenecker product definitions and the eff cts of the naïve alignment on the 
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A.1  THEOREMS 
The following theorems were referenced in the paper nd are stated here for 
clarification. 
All the following are from Thompson and Amman (1989): 
Let I be the number of blocks, J the number of treatments and N the number of 
replications for a two-way layout. 
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function φ  has a bounded second derivative on (0,1), then  
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Theorem 3.2: Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, for any ε>0 there exists a constant 
Kε such that  
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where Φ is the cdf of the standard normal distribution. The assertation remains true if 
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−∑∑∑ , the asseration remains true if E(SN) is replaced in (3.6) by Nµ . 
Theorem 3.3: Let SN be a linear rank statistic such that the score functio  φ  has a 
bounded second derivative and the constants {dijn} do not depend on or N; that is, dijn = 
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>  implies that Nσ →∞  as N → ∞ . As shown 
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follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 4.1: If φ  is a score function that is not constant a.e. withrespect to a measure 
induced by Fi for some i, then 2 1 2
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where the limits are taken along a sequence of Pitman alternatives. 
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A.2  SAS CODE 
The following code was written in SAS version 9.1.3 and was used to run the 
simulations described in Chapter 4. 
 
A.2.1 NORMAL ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
COVARIANCE STRUCTURE, NO MAIN EFFECTS 
 
/**** This program will do the basic simulation: Normal errors  
/ and no main effects or interactions */ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=80 ls=120 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim1' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=0; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 










/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 












/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - VC right now, sigma2=1*/ 
Cov=I(3); 











/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + T*dmatrix; 
 
Create Xdata from X; 
append from X;  
Close Xdata; 
 
Create NormalData From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close NormalData; 
 
create Data1 var { observation reps subject treatment repmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 








DO replication = 2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 






/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + dmatrix; 
 
edit Xdata; 












Proc Printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfo' new; 
run ; 
 
TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=Data1 NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=Tests; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  Data2; 
SET Tests; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 




IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  Data3; 
SET Tests; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataR1; 
SET Data1; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataR1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1Rank; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
Proc Printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfo'; 
run ; 
 
/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1Rank NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRank; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment); 






DATA  DataR2; 
SET TestsRank; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataR3; 
SET TestsRank; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA2 R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc Printto  print = '/simulations/residuals' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA2; 
run ; 
 















Proc Printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfo'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA3; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlign; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment); 
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA4; 
SET TestsAlign; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA5; 
SET TestsAlign; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 






/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA22 R=AlignResid2; 
 
Proc Printto  print = '/simulations/residuals' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA22; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc Printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfo'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA23; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlign2; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Random subject(treatment); 
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA24; 
SET TestsAlign2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 





/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA25; 
SET TestsAlign2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




Proc Printto  print = '/simulations/simoutput' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data2; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data3; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR2; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR3; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA24; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA25; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA4; 






Proc Print  Data=DataA5; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
 









A.2.2 NORMAL ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, COMPOUND SYMMETRIC 
COVARIANCE STRUCTURE, NO MAIN EFFECTS 
 
/**** This program will do the basic simulation: Normal errors  
/ and no main effects or interactions - CS Covariance */ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=80 ls=120 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim1CS' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=10; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 







/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 















/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - Compound Symmetric - sigma^2=9, sigma1^2=4*/ 
/* Values of sigma chosen to get a positive definite matrix */ 
Cov={13 4 4, 4 13 4, 4 4 13}; 












/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataCS from X; 
append from X;  
Close XdataCS; 
 
Create NormalDataCS From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close NormalDataCS; 
 
create Data1CS var { observation reps subject treatment repmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 





DO replication = 2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 










Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + dmatrix; 
 
edit XdataCS; 
















TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=Data1CS NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsCS; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=cs sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  Data2CS; 
SET TestsCS; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  Data3CS; 
SET TestsCS; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 




ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataR1CS; 
SET Data1CS; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataR1CS; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankCS; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoCS'; 
run ; 
 
/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1RankCS NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankCS; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=cs sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataR2CS; 
SET TestsRankCS; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 





IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1CS; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1CS NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA2CS R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsCS' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA2CS; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 











/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA3CS; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignCS; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=cs sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA4CS; 
SET TestsAlignCS; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA5CS; 
SET TestsAlignCS; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1CS; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1CS NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA22CS R=AlignResid2; 
 






PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA22CS; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoCS'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA23CS; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlign2CS; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=cs sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA24CS; 
SET TestsAlign2CS; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA25CS; 
SET TestsAlign2CS; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 










Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputCS' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data2CS; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data3CS; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR2CS; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR3CS; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA24CS; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA25CS; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA4CS; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA5CS; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
 







A.2.3 NORMAL ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, AUTOREGRESSIVE COVARIANCE 
STRUCTURE, ρ=0.75, NO MAIN EFFECTS 
 
/**** This program will do the basic simulation: Normal errors  
/ and no main effects or interactions - AR(1) Covariance*/ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=80 ls=120 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim1AR' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=10; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 







/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 




/*Matrix with nx1 treatment effects*/ 
alphamatrix=J(subj,1 1)@alphas@J(repmeas,1,1); 
/*rep measure effects*/ 
taus={0,0,0}; 







/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - AR(1) - sigma^2=1, rho = 0.75*/  
Cov={1 0.75 0.5625, 0.75 1 0.75, 0.5625 0.75 1}; 












/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + T*dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataAR from X; 
append from X;  
Close XdataAR; 
 
Create NormalDataAR From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close NormalDataAR; 
 
create Data1AR var { observation reps subject treatment rpmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 





DO replication = 2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 






/*Matrix with observations*/ 






















TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=Data1AR NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAR; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  Data2AR; 
SET TestsAR; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  Data3AR; 
SET TestsAR; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 









TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataR1AR; 
SET Data1AR; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataR1AR; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankAR; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoAR'; 
run ; 
 
/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1RankAR NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankAR; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataR2AR; 
SET TestsRankAR; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 





IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1AR; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1AR NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA2AR R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsAR' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA2AR; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoAR'; 
run ; 
 




PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA3AR; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignAR; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA4AR; 
SET TestsAlignAR; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA5AR; 
SET TestsAlignAR; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1AR; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1AR NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA22AR R=AlignResid2; 
 






PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA22AR; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoAR'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA23AR; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlign2AR; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA24AR; 
SET TestsAlign2AR; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA25AR; 
SET TestsAlign2AR; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 







Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputAR' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data2AR; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data3AR; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR2AR; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR3AR; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA24AR; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA25AR; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA4AR; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA5AR; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
 







A.2.4 NORMAL ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, AUTOREGRESSIVE COVARIANCE 
STRUCTURE, ρ=0.5, NO MAIN EFFECTS 
 
/**** This program will do the basic simulation: Normal errors  
/ and no main effects or interactions - AR2(1) Covariance*/ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=80 ls=120 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim1AR2' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=10; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 







/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 




/*Matrix with nx1 treatment effects*/ 
alphamatrix=J(subj,1 1)@alphas@J(repmeas,1,1); 
/*rep measure effects*/ 
taus={0,0,0}; 







/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - AR2(1) - sigma^2=1, rho = 0.75*/ 
Cov={1 0.5 0.25, 0.5 1 0.5, 0.25 0.5 1}; 











/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + T*dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataAR2 from X; 
append from X;  
Close XdataAR2; 
 
Create NormalDataAR2 From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close NormalDataAR2; 
 
create Data1AR2 var { observation reps subject treatment r pmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 





DO replication = 2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 






/*Matrix with observations*/ 


















Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoAR2' new; 
run ; 
 
TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=Data1AR2 NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAR2; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  Data2AR2; 
SET TestsAR2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  Data3AR2; 
SET TestsAR2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 








TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataR1AR2; 
SET Data1AR2; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataR1AR2; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankAR2; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 




/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1RankAR2 NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankAR2; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataR2AR2; 
SET TestsRankAR2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 





IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1AR2; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1AR2 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA2AR2 R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsAR2' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA2AR2; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 












/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA3AR2; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignAR2; 
Model AR2Y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA4AR2; 
SET TestsAlignAR2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA5AR2; 
SET TestsAlignAR2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1AR2; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1AR2 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA22AR2 R=AlignResid2; 
 






PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA22AR2; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 









/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA23AR2; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlign2AR2; 
Model AR2Y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA24AR2; 
SET TestsAlign2AR2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA25AR2; 
SET TestsAlign2AR2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 










Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputAR2' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data2AR2; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data3AR2; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR2AR2; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR3AR2; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA24AR2; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA25AR2; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA4AR2; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA5AR2; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
 







A.2.5 NORMAL ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, AUTOREGRESSIVE COVARIANCE 
STRUCTURE, ρ=0.25, NO MAIN EFFECTS 
 
/**** This program will do the basic simulation: Normal errors  
/ and no main effects or interactions - AR3(1) Covariance*/ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=80 ls=120 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim1AR3' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=10; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 







/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 




/*Matrix with nx1 treatment effects*/ 
alphamatrix=J(subj,1 1)@alphas@J(repmeas,1,1); 
/*rep measure effects*/ 
taus={0,0,0}; 







/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - AR3(1) - sigma^2=1, rho = 0.75*/ 
Cov={1 0.25 0.0625, 0.25 1 0.25, 0.0625 0.25 1}; 











/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + T*dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataAR3 from X; 
append from X;  
Close XdataAR3; 
 
Create NormalDataAR3 From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close NormalDataAR3; 
 
create Data1AR3 var { observation reps subject treatment r pmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 





DO replication = 2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 






/*Matrix with observations*/ 






















TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=Data1AR3 NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAR3; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  Data2AR3; 
SET TestsAR3; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  Data3AR3; 
SET TestsAR3; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 









TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataR1AR3; 
SET Data1AR3; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataR1AR3; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankAR3; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoAR3'; 
run ; 
 
/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1RankAR3 NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankAR3; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataR2AR3; 
SET TestsRankAR3; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataR3AR3; 
SET TestsRankAR3; 




IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1AR3; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1AR3 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA2AR3 R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsAR3' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA2AR3; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoAR3'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */





CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignAR3; 
Model AR3Y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA4AR3; 
SET TestsAlignAR3; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA5AR3; 
SET TestsAlignAR3; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1AR3; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1AR3 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA22AR3 R=AlignResid2; 
 






PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA22AR3; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoAR3'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA23AR3; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlign2AR3; 
Model AR3Y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Repeated / type=ar(1) sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA24AR3; 
SET TestsAlign2AR3; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA25AR3; 
SET TestsAlign2AR3; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 







Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputAR3' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data2AR3; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data3AR3; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR2AR3; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR3AR3; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA24AR3; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA25AR3; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA4AR3; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA5AR3; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
 







A.2.6 UNIFORM ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
COVARIANCE STRUCTURE, NO MAIN EFFECTS 
 
/*** This simulation is the basic simulation with: Uniform errors 
/ but no main effects or interactions */ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=65 ls=85 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim2' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=30; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 







/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 




/*Matrix with nx1 treatment effects*/ 
alphamatrix=J(subj,1 1)@alphas@J(repmeas,1,1); 
/*rep measure effects*/ 
taus={0,0,0}; 







/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - CS right now, sigma2=1*/ 
Cov=I(3); 






/*Initialize X matrix for observations - nx1*/ 
X=J(NRow(BCov),1,Seed); 






/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataU1 from X; 
append from X;  
Close XdataU1; 
 
Create UnifData From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close UnifData; 
 
create DataU1 var {observation reps subject treatment repmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 




Do replication=2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 










Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix +dmatrix; 
 
edit XdataU1; 
















TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataU1 NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsU1; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataU2; 
SET TestsU1; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataU3; 
SET TestsU1; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 




ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataRU1; 
SET DataU1; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataRU1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankU; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoU'; 
run ; 
 
/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1RankU NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankU; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataRU2; 
SET TestsRankU; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 





IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=DataU1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=DataU1 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataAU2 R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsU' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataAU2; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 











/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataAU3; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignU; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataAU4; 
SET TestsAlignU; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataAU5; 
SET TestsAlignU; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=DataU1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=DataU1 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataAU22 R=AlignResid2; 
 






PROC PRINT  DATA=dataAU22; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoU'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataAU23; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignU2; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataAU24; 
SET TestsAlignU2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataAU25; 
SET TestsAlignU2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 






proc printto  log = '/logs/sim2'; 
run ; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputU' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataU2; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataU3; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataRU2; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataRU3; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataAU24; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataAU25; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataAU4; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataAU5; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
 







A.2.7 DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, VARIANCE 
COMPONENTS COVARIANCE STRUCTURE, NO MAIN EFFECTS 
 
/*** This simulation is the basic simulation with: Double Exponential  
/  errors but no main effects or interactions */ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=65 ls=85 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim3DE' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=70; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 









/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 




/*Matrix with nx1 treatment effects*/ 
alphamatrix=J(subj,1 1)@alphas@J(repmeas,1,1); 
/*rep measure effects*/ 
taus={0,0,0}; 







/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - CS right now, sigma2=1*/ 
Cov=I(3); 










/*Double Exponential from 
http://www.ens.gu.edu.au/ROBERTK/PUBL/PARTABL.TXT*/ 
lambda1 = 0; /*location*/ 
lambda2 = 2.353132; /*scale*/ 
lambda3 = -0.459314; /*shape*/ 




Do i=1 to n; 
 X[i]= -sign(Z[i])*log( 1-2*abs(Z[i])); 
/* X[i]=lambda1+(Z[i]**(lambda3) - (1-Z[i])**lambda4)/lambda2;*/ 
end; 
 
/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataDE from X ; 
append from X; 
Close XdataDE; 
 
Create DEData From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close DEData; 
 


















Do i=1 to n; 
 X[i]= -sign(Z[i])*log( 1-2*abs(Z[i])); 
 /*X[i]=lambda1+(Z[i]**(lambda3) - (1-Z[i])**lambda4)/lambda2;*/ 
end; 
 
/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + dmatrix; 
 
edit XdataDE; 

















TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataDE1 NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsDE; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 




Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataDE2; 
SET TestsDE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataDE3; 
SET TestsDE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataRDE1; 
SET DataDE1; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataRDE1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankDE; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoDE'; 
run ; 
 
/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 





CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankDE; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataRDE2; 
SET TestsRankDE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataRDE3; 
SET TestsRankDE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=DataDE1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=DataDE1 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataADE2 R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsDE' new; 
run ; 
 










By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoDE'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataADE3; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignDE; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataADE4; 
SET TestsAlignDE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataADE5; 
SET TestsAlignDE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 







TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=DataDE1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=DataDE1 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataADE22 R=AlignResid2; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsDE' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataADE22; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoDE'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataADE23; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignDE2; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   






DATA  DataADE24; 
SET TestsAlignDE2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataADE25; 
SET TestsAlignDE2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputDE' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataDE2; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataDE3; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataRDE2; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataRDE3; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataADE24; 






Proc Print  Data=DataADE25; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataADE4; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataADE5; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
 







A.2.8 F-DISTRIBUTION ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
COVARIANCE STRUCTURE, NO MAIN EFFECTS 
 
/*** This simulation is the basic simulation with: F-Distribution errors 
/ but no main effects or interactions */ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=65 ls=85 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim4F' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=30; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 







/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 




/*Matrix with nx1 treatment effects*/ 
alphamatrix=J(subj,1 1)@alphas@J(repmeas,1,1); 
/*rep measure effects*/ 
taus={0,0,0}; 







/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - CS right now, sigma2=1*/ 
Cov=I(3); 























/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix +dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataF1 from X; 
append from X;  
Close XdataF1; 
 
Create FData From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close FData; 
 
create DataF1 var {observation reps subject treatment repmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 







Do replication=2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 


















/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix +dmatrix; 
 
edit XdataF1; 
















TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 





CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsF1; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataF2; 
SET TestsF1; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataF3; 
SET TestsF1; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataRF1; 
SET DataF1; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataRF1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankF; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 






/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1RankF NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankF; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataRF2; 
SET TestsRankF; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataRF3; 
SET TestsRankF; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=DataF1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=DataF1 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsF' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataAF2; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoF'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataAF3; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignF; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataAF4; 
SET TestsAlignF; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataAF5; 
SET TestsAlignF; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 










TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=DataF1; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=DataF1 NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataAF22 R=AlignResid2; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsF' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataAF22; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoF'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataAF23; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 




Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   




DATA  DataAF24; 
SET TestsAlignF2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataAF25; 
SET TestsAlignF2; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputF' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataF2; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataF3; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataRF2; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataRF3; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 





Proc Print  Data=DataAF24; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataAF25; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataAF4; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataAF5; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
 









A.2.9 NORMAL ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
COVARIANCE STRUCTURE, TREATMENT MAIN EFFECTS ONLY 
 
/**** This program will do the basic simulation: Normal errors  
/ and with treatment main effects but no interactions */ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=80 ls=120 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim1aeffect' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=10; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 







/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 















/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - VC right now, sigma2=1*/ 
Cov=I(3); 











/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + T*dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataAME from X; 
append from X;  
Close XdataAME; 
 
Create NormalDataAME From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close NormalDataAME; 
 
create Data1AME var { observation reps subject treatment r pmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 





DO replication = 2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 






/*Matrix with observations*/ 






















TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=Data1AME NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAME; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment);   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  Data2AME; 
SET TestsAME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  Data3AME; 
SET TestsAME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 









TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataR1AME; 
SET Data1AME; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataR1AME; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankAME; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 




/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1RankAME NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankAME; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment);   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataR2AME; 
SET TestsRankAME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 





IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1AME; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1AME NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA2AME R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsAME' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=DataA2AME; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoAME'; 
run ; 
 




PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA3AME; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignAME; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment);   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA4AME; 
SET TestsAlignAME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA5AME; 
SET TestsAlignAME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1AME; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1AME NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA22AME R=AlignResid2; 
 






PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA22AME; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoAME'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA23AME; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlign2AME; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Random subject(treatment);   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA24AME; 
SET TestsAlign2AME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA25AME; 
SET TestsAlign2AME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 






proc printto  log='/logs/sim1aeffect' ; 
run ; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputAME' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data2AME; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data3AME; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR2AME; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR3AME; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA24AME; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA25AME; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA4AME; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA5AME; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
 







A.2.10 NORMAL ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
COVARIANCE STRUCTURE, REPEATED MEASURES MAIN EFFECTS ONLY 
 
/**** This program will do the basic simulation: Normal errors  
/ and with repeated measures main effects but no interactions */ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=80 ls=120 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim1rmeffect' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=10; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 







/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 















/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - VC right now, sigma2=1*/ 
Cov=I(3); 











/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + T*dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataRME from X; 
append from X;  
Close XdataRME; 
 
Create NormalDataRME From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close NormalDataRME; 
 
create Data1RME var { observation reps subject treatment r pmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 





DO replication = 2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 






/*Matrix with observations*/ 






















TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=Data1RME NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRME; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  Data2RME; 
SET TestsRME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  Data3RME; 
SET TestsRME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 










TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataR1RME; 
SET Data1RME; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataR1RME; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankRME; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoRME'; 
run ; 
 
/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1RankRME NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankRME; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataR2RME; 
SET TestsRankRME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 





IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1RME; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned and Ranked Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1RME NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA2RME R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsRME' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=DataA2RME; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoRME'; 
run ; 
 




PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA3RME; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignRME; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA4RME; 
SET TestsAlignRME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA5RME; 
SET TestsAlignRME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




/*Align based on Residualsn*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1RME; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1RME NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA22RME R=AlignResid2; 
 






PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA22RME; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoRME' log = '/logs/sim1rmeffect' ; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA23RME; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlign2RME; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA24RME; 
SET TestsAlign2RME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA25RME; 
SET TestsAlign2RME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 






proc printto  log = '/logs/sim1rmeffect' ; 
run ; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputRME' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data2RME; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data3RME; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR2RME; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR3RME; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA24RME; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA25RME; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA4RME; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA5RME; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
 
proc printto ; 
 







A.2.11 NORMAL ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
COVARIANCE STRUCTURE, TREATMENT AND REPEATED MEASURES MAIN 
EFFECTS 
 
/**** This program will do the basic simulation: Normal errors  
/ and with treatment and RM main effects but no interactions */ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=80 ls=120 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim1arme' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=10; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 







/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 















/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - VC right now, sigma2=1*/ 
Cov=I(3); 











/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + T*dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataARME from X; 
append from X;  
Close XdataARME; 
 
Create NormalDataARME From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close NormalDataARME; 
 
create Data1ARME var { observation reps subject treatment r pmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 





DO replication = 2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 










Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + dmatrix; 
 
edit XdataARME; 
















TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=Data1ARME NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsARME; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  Data2ARME; 
SET TestsARME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  Data3ARME; 
SET TestsARME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 




ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 





TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataR1ARME; 
SET Data1ARME; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataR1ARME; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankARME; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoARME'; 
run ; 
 
/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1RankARME NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankARME; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataR2ARME; 
SET TestsRankARME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 




DATA  DataR3ARME; 
SET TestsRankARME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1ARME; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1ARME NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA2ARME R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsARME' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=DataA2ARME; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 











/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA3ARME; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignARME; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA4ARME; 
SET TestsAlignARME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA5ARME; 
SET TestsAlignARME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1ARME; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1ARME NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsARME' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA22ARME; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoARME'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA23ARME; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlign2ARME; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA24ARME; 
SET TestsAlign2ARME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA25ARME; 
SET TestsAlign2ARME; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 






proc printto  log = '/logs/sim1arme'; 
run ; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputARME' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data2ARME; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data3ARME; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR2ARME; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR3ARME; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA24ARME; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA25ARME; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA4ARME; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA5ARME; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
 







A.2.12 NORMAL ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS, VARIANCE COMPONENTS 
COVARIANCE STRUCTURE, TREATMENT AND REPEATED MEASURES 
INTERACTIONS 
 
/**** This program will do the basic simulation: Normal errors  
/ with interactions */ 
 
dm 'log;clear;output;clear;'; 
options ps=80 ls=120 nodate pageno=1; 
 
libname mylib 'd:/datasets'; 
 
PROC PRINTTO  log = '/logs/sim1inter' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC IML ; 
Seed=10; 
/*Number of Treatments*/ 
trt=3; 
/*Number of Subjects*/ 
subj=3; 
/*Number of Repeated Measures*/ 
repmeas=3; 
/*Number of total observations*/ 
n=trt*subj*repmeas; 
 







/*Value of the common mean*/ 
mu=0; 















/*Matrix with nx1 Interactions*/ 
alphataumatrix=J(repmeas,1,1)@alphatau; 
/*Covariance matrix - VC right now, sigma2=1*/ 
Cov=I(3); 











/*Matrix with observations*/ 
Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + T*dmatrix; 
 
Create XdataInter from X; 
append from X;  
Close XdataInter; 
 
Create NormalDataInter From Y; 
append from Y; 
Close NormalDataInter; 
 
create Data1Inter var { observation reps subject treatment r pmeasure Y dmatrix X}; 





DO replication = 2 to 10000; 
reps=J(n,1,replication); 










Y=T*X + mumatrix + alphamatrix + taumatrix + alphataumatrix + dmatrix; 
 
edit XdataInter; 
















TITLE 'Regular Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on regular data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=Data1Inter NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsInter; 
Model y = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predicted; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  Data2Inter; 
SET TestsInter; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  Data3Inter; 
SET TestsInter; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 




ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 





TITLE 'Ranked Data'; 
run ; 
 
/*Rank the data*/ 
DATA  DataR1Inter; 
SET Data1Inter; 
 
PROC SORT DATA=DataR1Inter; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 





Proc Sort Data=DataR1RankInter; 
By reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoInter'; 
run ; 
 
/*Analysis on Ranked Data*/ 
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataR1RankInter NOINFO NOITPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsRankInter; 
Model RankY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedrank; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataR2Inter; 
SET TestsRankInter; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 




DATA  DataR3Inter; 
SET TestsRankInter; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
 




/*Align based on Higgins and Tashtoush*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1Inter; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - H&T'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1Inter NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment*subject repmeasure; 
OUTPUT OUT=DataA2Inter R=AlignResid; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsInter' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA2Inter; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 











/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA3Inter; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlignInter; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA4Inter; 
SET TestsAlignInter; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA5Inter; 
SET TestsAlignInter; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectRM=1; 
run ; 
 




/*Align based on Residuals*/ 
PROC SORT DATA=Data1Inter; 
BY reps treatment subject repmeasure; 
 
TITLE 'Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
run ; 
 
/*Get Residuals from the data*/ 
PROC GLM  DATA=Data1Inter NOPRINT; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
Model y = treatment subject repmeasure; 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/residualsInter' new; 
run ; 
 
PROC PRINT  DATA=dataA22Inter; 
run ; 
 




By reps treatment subject; 
 
/*Rank residuals*/ 





Proc printto  print = '/simulations/mixedinfoInter'; 
run ; 
 
/*Mixed analysis on Aligned data */
PROC MIXED  DATA=DataA23Inter; 
BY reps; 
CLASS treatment subject repmeasure; 
ods output Tests3=TestsAlign2Inter; 
Model ARY = treatment|repmeasure / outp=predictedalign2; 
Random subject(treatment) / G;   
Repeated / type=vc sub=subject(treatment) r rcorr; 
 
/*Interaction Test*/ 
DATA  DataA24Inter; 
SET TestsAlign2Inter; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF ProbF > 0.05 Then Reject = 0; 
Else Reject = 1; 
 
/*'Main Effect' Test*/ 
DATA  DataA25Inter; 
SET TestsAlign2Inter; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT*REPMEASURE' THEN DELETE; 
IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectTrt=0; 
ELSE IF Effect = 'TREATMENT' and ProbF <= 0.05 THEN RejectTrt=1; 
IF Effect = 'REPMEASURE' and ProbF >0.05 THEN RejectRM=0; 






proc printto  log = '/logs/sim1inter'; 
run ; 
 
Proc printto  print = '/simulations/simoutputInter' new; 
run ; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data2Inter; 
TITLE 'Original Data - Interaction'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=Data3Inter; 
TITLE 'Original Data - No Interaction'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR2Inter; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Ranked Data'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataR3Inter; 
Title 'Test Info for Ranked Data'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA24Inter; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA25Inter; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - Residuals'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA4Inter; 
Title 'Fit Statistics for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum Reject; 
 
Proc Print  Data=DataA5Inter; 
Title 'Test Info for Aligned Data - H&T'; 
Sum RejectTrt RejectRM; 
 
proc printto ; 
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Scope and Method of Study:  The covariance structure of a repeated measures design can 
be simple or very complicated. In analyzing repeated m asures, rank 
transformations can be an alternative to the standard tests performed on the raw 
data. An alternative to utilizing the common rank transform when testing for 
interaction is the aligned rank procedure in which the estimate for the interaction 
effect is adjusted for the observed main effects. The question arises as to how the 
covariance structure may affect the aligned rank transform procedure when 
analyzing repeated measures, specifically the test of in eraction. The objectives of 
this paper are 1) to find how the alignment for the aligned rank transform affects 
the repeated measures model, 2) to find the variance of the aligned observations, 
3) to find the asymptotic distribution of the aligned rank transform test in a 
factorial setting, and 4) compare the standard F test, rank transform test, and two 
approaches to the aligned rank transform test (the naïve approach or ART1 and 
the standard approach or ART2) in analyzing a repeat d measures design with the 
use of Monte Carlo simulations. Five initial conditions will be considered: no 
main effects or interactions, only treatment main effects, only repeated measures 
main effects, both treatment and repeated measures main effects and only 
interactions. In addition to the initial conditions, five covariance structures will be 
simulated: variance components, compound symmetric and three types of first-
order autoregressive.  
 
Findings and Conclusions:  The results of the simulation found that error rates for the 
ART1 performed closer to the desired 5 percent significa ce level than the ART2 
for all but one case of the covariance structure and error distribution 
combinations. However, the ART2 was not a 0.05 test and was excluded from 
further discussion. When testing for interactions in a repeated measures design, 
the naïve approach to the aligned rank transform should be used, especially in 
cases where the error distributions are not light tailed and the covariance structure 
is not known to be spherical. For heavy tailed error distributions, the standard F 
test should be used to test for interaction.  
 
 
